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What are the obligations?

Fundamental DDO requirements

Issuer

Make a TMDA

Make TMD publicly available B

Specify TMD in promotional materialC

Review TMDD

Take reasonable stepsE

Notify ASIC of significant dealingsF

Keep recordsG

Obligations

Distributor

Not to distribute without TMDH

Not to distribute if TMD not appropriateI

Take reasonable stepsJ

Collect information specified by issuerK

Notify issuer of significant dealingsL

Keep recordsM

Obligations
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TMD components

Make a target market determination

TMD components Purpose

Target 
Market 
Class of 
Consumers

Articulates the target 
market for the product, 
with a focus on the 
needs, objectives and 
financial situation of the 
target class of 
consumers, and the 
product description and 
key attributes.

1

1

TMD component Purpose

Distribution 
Conditions 
and 
Restrictions

Defines the channels 
used to distribute the 
product and any 
conditions on how the 
product may be sold 
within those channels.

Reviewing 
the TMD

Establishes the timing 
for initial and periodic 
review of the TMD 
and also sets out the 
review triggers that 
may cause an earlier 
review of the TMD.

Distribution 
information

Sets out the information 
that distributors must 
provide to the issuer to 
enable the issuer to 
determine if the TMD 
continues to be 
appropriate, including 
the reporting period for 
complaints.
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Critical steps

Make a target market determination

0 1

0 2 0 3

Target Market Assessment

• Determine TMD level

• Critically assess the target market

• Document class of consumers

Reasonable Steps Assessment

• Conduct risk assessment

• Determine and assess distribution 

conditions and restrictions

• Determine additional reasonable steps

Ongoing Monitoring plan

• Define review triggers

• Assess data quality and availability 

• Specify distribution information needed

• Define review periods
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